Case Studies

**Challenge**
- Find a cost-effective and user-friendly alternative to hardware token multi-factor authentication (MFA)

**Result**
- Reduced MFA management and costs
- Popular with end users – working to extend MFA to the application-level
- User-friendly solution

[Link to Carante Groep Case Study]

**Challenge**
- Automate a manual and time-consuming user access audit process to enable more frequent and thorough access auditing activity

**Result**
- 6+ weeks timesaving per access audit cycle
- Improved audit participation rates and user feedback
- Unified IAM strategy, ensuring continued compliance

[Link to Medica Case Study]
Identity and Access Management in Healthcare

Identity Powers Security

**Regulations**
Over time, HIPAA and HITECH regulations have become more concrete and with increasing penalties

**EHR Sharing**
Clinicians and clinics are increasingly sharing EHRs

**ePHI Access**
Patients expect access to their health records to be convenient and secure

**Telemedicine**
Innovation and the recent pandemic has normalized telemedicine

- Automate onboarding of new clinicians and patients with identity lifecycle management
- Ensure that only the right people have access to EHRs through automated Governance
- Confirm claimed identities through multifactor and passwordless technologies
- Improve patient outcome through fast user switching at kiosk stations
- Offer your patients secure access to their ePHI through a secure access gateway

**NetIQ Identity Governance** offers an analytics engine to protect EHRs from improper access

**NetIQ Advanced Authentication** offers a standards-based framework with the most native integrations to match your authentication needs

**NetIQ Access Manager** protects any digital resource against unauthorized access with identity-based access controls

**NetIQ SecureLogin** offers single sign-on and fast user switching for your clinician kiosks

**NetIQ Identity Manager** automates identity lifecycle management for all your clinicians and patients